JUST WHAT THEY ARE
SOME UNMISTAKABLE FACTS AND UNPALATABLE TRUTHS
In proudly presenting this season the perfection of all grand shows, the absolute and undeniable
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to our friends, patrons and the public generally, who know us for half a century, with more money invested
in it than some managers in their wildest dreams ever hope to possess, we earnestly desire to rivet strongly
four important matters in the minds of all, viz.:

WHAT
WHAT
WHAT
WHAT

WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED IN THE PAST
WE WILL EXHIBIT THIS YEAR
SOME OTHER SHOWS PRETEND TO BE
THEY IN REALITY ARE.

Primarily it is a monumental fact, known to every intelligent person, that the

BARNUM&BAILEY. GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH

has produced and presented to the public of both hemispheres, every refined and novel attraction worth exhibiting, or that could possibly be conscripted into service for exhibition under canvas for many, many years past.
A L S O T H A T I T has expended millions of dollar's for worthy features during that time, and
still maintains unimpaired, against the combined show world, its magnificent record for lavish prodigality in
spending fabulous sums of money to secure only the grandest features for the delight of the people.
A L S O T H A T I T has originated, designed and devised all and every great improvement in the
presentation of elevating performances that are in use to-day, and this statement includes all shows and all
improvements, without one single exception, of any kind whatever.
A L S O T H A T I T was the originator of railroad shows, being the first in the history of the world
to travel by rail on its own specially constructed cars.
A L S O T H A T I T was the first to invent and use duplicate circus rings and a hippodrome race
track in connection therewith, the first to inaugurate torch-light parades, introduce elevated stages, present
gigantic spectacles, huge pageants and processions and stupendously grand ballets; features which no other
shows with all their boastful pretensions have ever dared to even copy.
A L S O T H A T I T bought and presented great Jumbo, exhibited the only live baby elephant born
in captivity, the only adult gorilla ever captured, and hundreds of other novelties in the animal kingdom, paying enormous sums of money for the rarest beasts and birds, and exhibiting one season as many as fifty
elephants at one time.
A L S O T H A T I T is the only American Circus exhibiting before Royalty, the only circus ever exhibiting in the big Olympia Building, London, England, the great Coliseum in Chicago, and the only circus ever
seen in the Madison Square Garden, New York—the three largest buildings in the three greatest cities in the world.
A L S O T H A T I T it is the only show in the world with established branches all over Europe,
with agents everywhere employed by the year, and also that its mammoth winter-quarters in Bridgeport,
Conn., has larger and finer brick buildings, covering more ground, employing more people and costing more
money than any ten managers of ten shows possess to-day.
A L S O T H A T nearly every child, but certainly all well informed people, are well aware of the
absolute truth of these statements, and that they cannot be successfully denied even, by those whose deep
jealousy and mean hatred prompts them to do so.

ABOUT PRETENTIOUS SHOWMEN.
It seems strange in view of these acknowledged facts, and of our established and unequaled record, that we have to resort to
personalities and expose various crafty circus managers in this country. This is an imperative duty, as honorable showmen,
we owe to everybody, and as such must be performed, no matter how distasteful the task. The public will be benefited. W e
now warn all persons against the wild and absurd claims and pretensions of some managers who purposely mislead uninformed
and unsuspecting people by falsely pretending to exhibit attractions which they do not, and cannot possess, and by hypocrisy and
every mendacious and unworthy scheme and inexcusable device conspire to cajole amusement going people into visiting their shows.
W e do not mention names, as that is precisely what these managers desire. They seek now, and have ever sought, by every
possible unprincipled means, contemptible trick and mean device, as well as by the lowest, most brutal and scheming methods, to
provoke us into publicly noticing and bringing them into notoriety, and by forcing us to thrash them as they deserve give them
the opportunity to whine, snivel and beg sympathy for being whipped by a show so much superior to their own. That is their
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aim. Contemptuously ignoring their abuse and abortive attacks upon us, we will and must persist in our duty, and warn the public
against the false, wild, extravagant and ridiculous claims and absurd pretensions of these vicious and evil-minded showmen, who
fraudulently multiplying their attractions, advertise twenty times as many features as they possess, or can borrow, or hire, and
upon which falsehoods all their claims are founded, and their precarious and uncertain existence in the amusement world solely
depends. With barely capital enough to carry them through each winter, what have these managers ever been able to do ? What
have they ever accomplished in their brief and inglorious career ? Nothing, positively nothing, but make sickly copies of what
we have originated ; presenting miserable substitutes of our splendid attractions ; the vilest counterfeits of our exclusive and exalted
features; and then to blow, brag and bluster, and criminally exaggerate the importance of their emptiness and counterfeit and
queer possessions.
They have copied, and still continue to imitate, our pictorial printing and advertising matter of all kinds, and with the basest
Buccaneer impudence, plagiarize and appropriate our world-famed title, merely transposing a word or two, in a villanous attempt to
hide the real character of their shows in the shadow of our name; besides taking down our lithographs, covering our posted bills
in town and country, and maliciously destroying our valuable advertising matter.
Under these shameful conditions why should we not endeavor to protect the public and ourselves from such conspiracies and
deceptions, and expose the evil practices of evil-minded showmen ?
There are laws against the perpetration of frauds and the obtaining of money under false pretenses, which if duly enforced, as
they should be, would prevent these brazen schemers from exhibiting their trash; although they might not operate to punish their
mendacity, in attempting to stimulate local patronage by chronically claiming that they have arranged to establish Zoological
Gardens, Animal Preserves and Winter-quarters in the various places they visit and victimize. As a matter of fact, it is really
very difficult for them to keep the little they already have from diminishing and fading from sight.
Aside from the degradation which the high character of the circus business suffers from such questionable practices, the public
should not be duped into paying to see poor shows, whose chief attractions are only measly duplicates of our good and valuable
features.
For the sake of maintaining the high standing of our show, and for our own dignity and the pride we take in our profession, if
these managers can only copy and are powerless to originate, we would much prefer to help them to secure some features ; also
to loan them some rare animals for their cages, instead of the goats and sheep now there; to give them some decent costumes,
instead of the threadbare ones they now have, and to provide them with some elephants, camels and other animals, so that they
can at least, with some semblance of truth, advertise the possession of a few, instead of falsely claiming to have several herds and
droves. Most of what they now have are either hired or borrowed.
When we annually sell our cast-off material and they become purchasers, if they have not the money to pay down, we will
grant them time, as we have done in the past; thus showing our disposition to help them to do better than they can possibly do
for themselves, but they MUST STOP misleading and gulling the public with falsehoods, exaggerations, false pretenses and criminal
deception. This low class of showmen must treat the public decently and not bring disgrace and reproach upon an honorable
business, and opprobrium upon reputable persons engaged in it.
T H I S W E W I L L INSIST UPON and in every legitimate and honorable manner, endeavor to force them to do, as the public
and ourselves must be efficiently protected against fraud of any kind in whatever way presented.
(SEE OTHER SIDE.)
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COMING SOON
COMING SURE

TO ST.CLOUD

THE BARNUM & BAILEY
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH.
ALWAYS EXHIBITS MORE THAN IT ADVERTISES.

THESEARESOMEOF THE EXTRAORDINARY ATTRACTIONS IT WILL POSITIVELY PRESENT TO YOU THIS SEASON.
Some of Which Cannot Possibly be Copied by any other Show, Because the Managers Cannot Furnish, Beg or Borrow the
Large Sums of Money Required to Duplicate Them. Here is the Glorious Epitome of

FIGURES, FACTS AND FEATURES:

70 TRAINED HORSES
MARVE
40 Matched Bay Horses THE
ZEDORAS
400 Blue Ribbon Horses
24 Wisest Elephants
20 FINE CAMELS AND DROMEDARIES
12 Champion Male and Female THE BARNUM & BAILEY GREATE
50 Champion Aerialists
THE
PERFORMING

AT ONE TIME

IN ONE RING.

IN ONE UNITED TEAM.

IN THE GREAT HORSE FAIR.

PERFORMING IN THREE RINGS.

ALAR

THE HUMAN ARROW

ONLY 6 TRAINED ZEBRAS IN THE WORLD.

IN HER TERRIFIC & SENSATIONAL FLIGHT THROUGH THE AIR
PIERCING A TARGET 80 FEET FROM THE BOW

BAREBACK

IN
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NOVELTY FIRST SEASON IN AMERICA.

RIDERS.

MID-AIR

FEATS.

MEERS SIS

WORLD'S FAIR OF MODERN MARVELS
AND CURIOUS COLLECTIONS.

300 Phenomenally Expert Circus Performers
50 Carved Golden Cages
40 TINEY TRAINED PONIES AND ZEBRAS
20 INTERNATIONAL PANTOMIMIC CLOWNS
3 Only Lady Clowns on Earth
80 Marvelous Trained Animal Actors
20 Glorious Racing and Gladiatorial Events
In Amazing and Electrifying Acts.

CHARIOTS, FLOATS AND TABLEAUX CARS.

MARIE AND OUIKA
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PERFORMING ALL SORTS OF QUEER ANTICS.

EUROPE'S GREATEST LADY EQUESTRIENNES

IN A HODGE-PODGE OF QUAINT CAPERS.
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FULL OF FURIOUS FUN AND FROLIC.

OF

EVERY

SECURED AT A SALARY OF $100.PER.DAY

KIND AND SPECIES.

TYPICAL OF ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

TALLEST WOMAN EVER BORN
A REAL AMERICAN GIANTESS, NEARLY 9 FEET HIGH.

100 Acts on the Grand Imperial Program
50 Champion Tumblers, LeapersandSomersaulters
3 Full and Complete Circus Companies
20 Gorgeous Allegorical Triumphal Floats
10 Noted Jumping Horses,
CIRCUS RINGS
3
3 ELEVATED STAGES
RACING TRACK
1
Jockeys
and
Crack
Star
Lightweights
12
2 Famous Orissa Twins
OF STARTLING AND SOUL-STIRRING EVENTS.

EXECUTING MOST DIFFICULT ACROBATIC FEATS.

IN ANIMATED CONTESTS FOR SUPREMACY.

IN T H E GREAT S T R E E T

PARADE.

Including Oxford, Jayhawker, Filemaker, Jr.,
"Evergreen" and "Joie" and "Jupiter,"

FAMOUS PONIES

WITH THREE

FULL

FOR SPECIAL

COMPANIES.

PERFORMANCES.

For Desperate and Thrilling Contests.

IN SPIRITED

RIVALRY.

RADICA AND DOODICA.

Great Peter the Small
1
GIANTESS GORILLA, JOHANNA
1
Weight, 6 1-2 pounds, Height, 2 3 inches.

ONLY

ONE

IN CAPTIVITY.

2 MENAGERIES
TOWERING, CRACEFUL GIRAFFE
1
100 Trained Animals of all Kinds
REAL CIRCUS VAUDEVILLE ENTERTAINMENT
1
12 ACRES OF WATER-PROOF TENTS
4 ADVANCE ADVERTISING CARS
64 Huge Railroad Cars
7 OPEN DENS OF TRAINED WILD BEASTS
1000 PERFORM, ARTISTS. SPECIALISTS
2000 Tons of Pure, Moral Amusement
$7,300 Daily Expenses
$3,500,000 Capital Invested
OF

WILD

ONLY

AND TRAINED

THE LARGEST & LEAST OF LIVING HUMANITY.

BEASTS.

ONE IN AMERICA,

In Most Remarkable Performances.

TO AMUSE AND MYSTIFY.

COVERING ACRES OF GROUND.

THE MAYPOLE
BRAND EQUESTRIANTOURNAMENTOFEXPERT HIGH SCHOOL &DARINGROUGHRIDERS.

ILLUSRATING EVERY STYLE OF
CIVIL & MILITARY NORSEMANSHIP

LOADED WITH ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE.

E A C H 70 F E E T

LONG.

Lions, Tigers, Hyenas, Pumas. Leopards, Wolves and Bears.

AND

EMPLOYED

PEOPLE.

To Be Seen Nowhere Outside These Shows.

THE
MAGNIFICENT
LED BY A TEAM OF
STREET PARADE
40
WELL MATCHED B
THE
ANDAN HAULING
DRIVEN BY ONE MAN
WITH
MOUNTED
ESC
GREAT
MILITARY

RAIN OR SHINE

IN THE

BUSINESS.

Scores of Curious Freak Animals, such as Hairless Horse, Steer
with 3 Eyes, 3 Nostrils and 3 Horns, Dwarf Zebus, Pigmy African
Goats, Etc., Etc.

THE MIGHTIEST FREE STREET PRIDE EVER DEVISED
Representing the Return of Columbus to Barcelona.

Now Imagine, if you can, all the Things You Will See
FOR THESE ARE ONLY WHAT WE ADVERTISE.
THE ADMISSION PRICE only the same as charged by inferior shows, which
contain weak copies of our splendid and costly features.
(OVER)

The Courier Company, Buffalo, N. Y., Show Printing House, the Largest in the World: Fire-proof,
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